Dear friends in the fellowship,
Greetings from A.A India

On 5th of May, 2016 Alcoholics Anonymous in India is completing 29 years and entering into 60th Year. Many of regions, Areas must have organized or planning celebrations, re-visiting history of AA in India.

This is also a day on which GSO India is completing 29 years. A Day on which fellowship's collective general services started. It is long journey, from 200 AA Groups to almost 1650 AA Groups; Services from Literature to National Answering services, The Twelfth Step Magazine, Public Information and so on.

It ‘s a day when an honest inventory of where we have reached would be on agenda
1. Does my AA Group is recorded on website correctly?
2. How does my Group participates in general services?
3. Does my Group is aware of Conference recommendations? Are they informed to Members?
4. Who are our Trusted Servants? Delegate, Regional Trustee and Non-alcoholic Trustee?
5. Do I subscribe The Twelfth Step magazine
6. Have communicated happenings in area for sharing with fellowship via Newsletter/

Friends, honest reflection on these points may give us base to put one step further in serving the fellowship

Looking forward for your contributions to Newsletter

WHEN ANYONE ANYWHERE REACHES OUT FOR HELP
I WANT THE HAND OF AA ALWAYS TO BE THERE
AND FOR THAT; I AM RESPONSIBLE

CONVENTIONS

Convention in Clouds

We are sure ... God wants us to be Happy Joyous and Free !!Now 13 years old, the Convention in the Clouds is already the largest Alcoholics Anonymous event in North India. We like to think of the convention as a kind of ‘spa for the soul’ an event that makes recovery more meaningful for us and our loved ones.

Hundreds of recovering alcoholics look forward to the opportunity to escape the summer heat, and to renew their recovery in the cool serenity of the Himalayas. The 2016 Convention in the Clouds will be held at Koti Resorts, nestled at 6,000 feet atop a mountain near Shimla, Himachal Pradesh. Shimla is well-connected to most cities by rail, road and ai

For more information visit http://www.aaconventioninclouds.com/

South Gujarat Intergroup

.... along with Groups in Gujarat has organized convention during May 10-12, 2016 at Mahabaleshwar, Maharashtra. For registrations contact: South Gujarat Intergroup—09428060020
REGIONAL NEWS

NORTH EAST REGION: A group of women from Delhi’s fellowship recently attended a three day 12th step workshop in Shilong. Shakti Women's group was approached by Sister Rose last May with the idea of carrying the message to the still sick and suffering women alcoholics in the Northeast region. Seven women from Delhi fellowship went to Bharapani (near Shilong) and spent time with seven women from Mizoram and three women from Shilong (two of whom are already AA members). The women from Mizoram travelled 18 hours each way by road in order to attend the conference. With the help and encouragement from the Delhi group, the Shilong ladies also started their very own women's meeting in Shilong. As a result of the PI meeting held, this new meeting was announced every day in the newspapers for a week and resulted in newcomers showing up for the meeting (four at one meeting, six at another!)

A.A Delhi women think that personally gained so much information, insight and encouragement from Sister Rose, Father Joe Perira, and Dr Harsh Udawat during the conference. This P.I event was fully self-supporting by contributions from Shakti women Group.

The Twelfth Step Magazine
Randhir D is new Editor of the fresh look Twelfth Step Magazine supported by committee in formation
Pass on the information on “The Twelfth Step” and Renew your subscriptions.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION Rs 250/- - English - 12th Step Magazine - You Can Deposit Money in Canara Bank, Byculla, Branch.

NEW LITERATURE

1. As Bill Sees It—Kannada Translation is approved by the AAWS and will be shortly published and will be available for distribution.

2. Telugu translations of Came to Believe, Twelve Steps illustrated and Twelve Concepts illustrated have been resent to the region for re-translation after reviewed by AAWS with suggestions

G.S.B. OF AA INDIA

General Service Board of Alcoholics held its four monthly meeting during March 11-13, 2016 at Mumbai
Board reviewed finances of the GSO India and deliberated on various policy matters affecting the fellowship as a whole.
BOT report along with the committee reports will be sent in due course of time to all conference members.

NATIONAL CONVENTION

General Service Conference in 2015 decided to hold National Convention at Bhopal.
General Service Board constituted a committee of Donald, Anurag, Sven and Valiappan for National Convention
Dates will be announced soon